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endless

forms

EVOLUTIONARY SCENARIOS
TO UNRAVEL BIODIVERSITY

Monograph coordinated by Pau Carazo Ferrandis
There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having been originally breathed into a few
forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity,
from so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being,
evolved.
Charles Darwin, On the origin of species, 1859.

T

hese elegant words put an end to the first edition of On the origin of species, a
poetic finale in which Darwin presents natural selection as the main genesis of
biological diversity. Biodiversity is a concept as emotionally and politically charged
in contemporary society as ambiguous in its technical meaning (for an exploration of its
richness see the monograph In praise of life). Darwin’s words, however, provide a general
definition of biodiversity as the collection of intricate designs, of endless forms, that
constitute life on earth. 160 years of evolutionary biology have taught us evolution is key
to understand such complexity, but also that biodiversity can feedback to affect evolution.
Much like a beaver dramatically transforms its habitat upon building a damn, and with it the
evolutionary destiny of all its inhabitants. Hence, to unravel the mysteries of life we need
to understand the dynamic interplay of evolution and biodiversity in its perpetual dance
through time.
In this monograph we set out to explore this complex relationship through a series of
singular evolutionary scenarios. Some of these scenarios will shed light into phenomena
that may at first glance appear inscrutable through the lens of evolution. Our aim is to
illustrate the power harnessed by evolutionary biology to tackle some of the most pressing
challenges we face as a species, from the diseases that threaten our survival to the recent
anthropogenic changes that endanger the only planet we inhabit.
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For this monograph, Mètode Science Studies Journal has the honour to count on the collaboration of José Soler Vidal (Albaida,
Spain, 1932), more commonly known as Monjalés. A member of the vanguard group Parpalló, founded in Valencia in 1961,
Monjalés has been one of the key contemporary Valencian artists. In recent years, his interest on botany has led him to explore
the area through art. In this occasion, he embellishes the pages of Endless forms with a series of works inspired by details of the
articles published in this monograph, interpreted from a point of view that mixes mythology, history, and science.
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